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It appears as though Maurice Merleau-Ponty has, over the past three-quarters of a

century, cemented his belonging in the annals of the most influential of thinkers. His

thought itself addresses and integrates a considerable breadth of disciplines,

primarily but certainly not limited to the history of philosophy, clinical psychology,

cognitive science, human development, education, and even politics. Somewhat

more recently his work has enjoyed a sizable resurgence in auxiliary areas of

research including feminism, ecophenomenology, deep ecology, philosophy of

language, and architecture just to name a few. This resurgence in Merleau-Ponty’s

thought is certainly a welcome and exciting proposition for this reviewer, and I look

forward to increasingly more interdisciplinary integration of his work and research

influenced by his legacy to come.

This collection of essays contributes substantively to that legacy, particularly in

addressing Merleau-Ponty’s philosophical influence in the field of Architecture. To

this task, the authors of this collection draw heavily upon major themes in Merleau-

Ponty’s work, including space, depth, flesh, temporality, memory, embodied

immersion, but also notably separation, distance, difference, boundary, exclusion,

and dehiscence are major themes that arise time and again in different contexts

across these essays. It isn’t at all surprising that in directing their thought toward

architecture themes such as space and lived bodily engagement arise across these

diverse approaches. What is perhaps surprising is the uniformity and regularity with

which the notions of flesh—a thickness of interplay, or ‘‘gearing-into’’ our

environs—and chiasm—that non-Cartesian dualistic phenomenal mode of alternat-

ing touch and being-touched; entertaining ‘‘incompossibles’’—inspire each and

every contributor to this volume.
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The editors: Patricia M. Locke, a generalist humanist with strong interest in the

subject matter of this volume; and Rachel McCann, professor of architecture with a

strong background in phenomenology are perfectly suited for this volume’s charge,

and have divided the author’s contributions into three broad categories focusing on

the overarching theme of space: liminal space, temporal space, and shared (or

social) space.

The four essays in the first division on liminal space all engage with what Locke

refers to as ‘‘the border regions, or boundaries that allow us to become aware of how

we experience space and time’’ (p. 8). If, in the spirit of Merleau-Ponty, we were to

transpose this theme along two poles, the first two essays by Glen A. Mazis and

Galen A. Johnson appear to address the phenomenological pole of embodied

act(s) of perceiving; while the latter two essays from Edward S. Casey and Randall

Johnson come to the subject from the alternate pole of the world touching

perceivers. In all four we can see these overarching themes of dehiscence, flesh, and

chiasm at work.

Mazis’ essay ‘‘Hearkening to the Night for the Heart of Depth, Space, and

Dwelling’’ explores the liminal depths of Merleau-Ponty’s considerations pertaining

to ‘‘night’’. He focuses on the perspectival difference between what Merleau-Ponty

has called ‘‘high-altitude’’ or Cartesian map-oriented thinking, and the immersed,

enmeshed, fleshy engagement that subjects have with and within their lived-

experience. In reading Mazis’ essay this author couldn’t help but think of the

differences between two popular types of action video games: on the one hand

(mapping to the ‘‘high-altitude’’ approach) are ‘‘platform’’ and ‘‘map’’ games in

which players guide the activities of characters and events on-screen from a bird’s-

eye view. On the other are ‘‘first-person’’ games (like the ever popular ‘‘shooters’’)

involving taking up the first-personal perspective of a character and acting in an

immersed and involved way with the local environs. Certainly there are significant

disanalogies here, and to do justice to the comparison would require an

inappropriate digression, but this author believes that (especially with the re-

emergence of virtual reality technology such as the Oculus Rift) the comparison is

apt. Merleau-Ponty seems to clearly privilege the immersed, enmeshed, fleshy

engagement of subjects with their local environments. The motivating topic of this

essay, night, is there to draw out the notion that there is a phenomenological feel to

night that differs from the day—but that this difference in feels is in some way akin

to the distinction between high-altitude reasoning and Merleau-Ponty’s brand of

first-personal enmeshment. In somewhat of a surprising twist however, we learn that

there is value to both. That distance or separation is phenomenally real; that there is

truth to both first-personal and high-altitude experiencing (among innumerable other

phenomenal modes).

This is the first instance in the collection of essays of this thematic moral being

made: yes, we must give embodied being-in-the-world its due; but we shouldn’t do

so at the price of disposing of (for lack of a better term) Cartesian truths. There is a

sort of conceptual chiasm at work here: we are at once to feel both incompossible

truths, and to encounter the dehiscence between them as an altogether fundamen-

tally real phenomenon itself worthy of our attention. As previously mentioned—this
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is a theme this reviewer found over and again throughout the essays included in this

volume.

Galen A. Johnson continues the themes of ‘depth,’ and the interplay of light and

dark in his essay ‘‘Depth of Space and Depth of World: Merleau-Ponty, Husserl, and

Rembrandt’s Nightwatch on a Modern Baroque’’. This piece provides via lively

critique of Rembrandt’s (infamous) Nightwatch a sort of art analysis of the baroque

values of ‘‘unreason,’’ ‘‘upheaval,’’ ‘‘ambiguity’’ and ‘‘incompleteness’’ (pp. 48–52)

as hallmarks of the style, and brilliantly appends this analysis to Merleau-Ponty’s

later work in ‘‘The Philosopher and his Shadow’’. Johnson then extends the thematic

analysis to what he calls the ‘‘modern baroque’’ as a ‘‘space of ambiguity, shock,

and dislocation’’ (p. 9). These insights are then ultimately folded into and

understanding of the baroque relations and relationships we have with others and

places and moments and events we experience in our lives, yielding way to new

approaches to architectural design. Not to belabor the point—yet it bears repeating

that here too the reader encounters a sort of chiasmatic revaluation of the

relationship between ‘reason’ and ‘unreason’. There is a place and interplay for and

between both that isn’t missed within Johnson’s critical analysis.

Extending the liminal theme is Edward S. Casey’s essay ‘‘Finding Architectural

Edge in the Wake of Merleau-Ponty’’. Casey has made something of a compelling

niche industry and preeminent career of attending closely to boundaries. Here he

brings to bear his specific talents in considering the Parthenon and all of its surfaces

and edges. Notable in this essay is his attention to notion of temporal edges, the

various intentions (or perhaps in the language of James J. Gibson ‘affordances’) that

edges reveal (or conceal), the meaning(s) involved with transgressing or exceeding

the edge (as the horses sculpted in the pediment of the Parthenon do), what is

necessary or unnecessary to the identity of a being or event (such as one’s personal

identity, the identity of the Parthenon, or the identity of a birthday party), and its

relation to the distinctions between ‘decoration’ and ‘ornamentation,’ and

‘necessary for’ and ‘necessary to’ (p. 78). The operative image here is that the

Parthenon’s foundation is necessary for the Parthenon to exist (it is, as it were, a

condition for the Parthenon’s very existence), but it isn’t necessary to the Parthenon

because it isn’t what gives the Parthenon its identity, its purpose, its phenomenal

feel. Instead, argues Casey, it is the ornamentation (comprised in myriad ways of

surfaces and edges) that provides this identity. The architectural flourishes of the

Parthenon aren’t merely decorative (decoration adorns without giving identity)

they’re necessary to the phenomenological encounter that singularly identifies the

Parthenon as such. Once again however, we meet with the same moral we’ve

already seen: the decorative, the unnecessary, the transgressive—exceeding the

edge—we might also add the ‘unreasonable’ and ‘superfluous,’ are no less

important to, no less implicated in the flesh of subjective experiencing. We

shouldn’t privilege in these cases.

The fourth and last essay in the liminal section of the text is Randall Johnson’s

‘‘Liquid Space of Matrixial Flesh: Reading Merleau-Ponty and Bracha L. Ettinger

Poolside’’. From what this reviewer was able to ascertain, the intent of this piece is

as a sort of meditation on the sui generis and proximally immediate phenomenality

of the ‘‘liminality of liquid space’’ (p. 90). Johnson maps this idea to a sort of
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Lacanian Symbol/Real/Imaginary triad drawing out the sexed implications and

distinctions that associate liquidity, image, and femininity into a ‘‘matrixial’’

identity. Qua liquid, the feminine identity is always both proximal and overflow-

ing—extending and exceeding both clear delimitation as well as its own extent.

However, it is important to note that this particular essay presented this reviewer

with something of a challenge—as a bit of cumbersome verbosity and writing style

deployed throughout made reading somewhat disorienting and fragmentary. For

these shortcomings, I apologize as reviewer.

Part two of the volume, Temporal Space, takes as its focus time and temporality

as it pertains to the joint interests of Merleau-Ponty’s thinking and Architecture and

‘‘shows some of the implications of the intertwined spatiotemporal dimensions of

human existence’’ (p. 10). The first essay in this section, David Morris’s ‘‘Spatiality,

Temporality, and Architecture as a Place of Memory,’’ seeks to show how

phenomenologically the operation of memory extends beyond the traditional and

linear understandings of both time and memory. The image of memory as recording

a moment, then later retrieving that moment (now past) into the present, Morris

shows doesn’t pass phenomenological muster. That the past is present (as Merleau-

Ponty says ‘‘in its absence’’). The past is neither a ‘‘passive recording of a past that

is in a passive spatial receptacle’’ (p. 113) nor a ‘‘past actively constructed in a

faculty spatially alongside other faculties’’ (p. 113). Instead (following Merleau-

Ponty) there are both active and passive elements to remembering—constructing,

altering, changing; but also there is a sense that the present brings with it in tow the

past. Much of what Morris has to say here somewhat surprisingly follows the

extended mind literature—with the added and significant dimension of affect as an

important phenomenological coloring of memories and experiences. The spaces and

places in which we spend our lives do much of our remembering for us—and we

bring them along with us as a truncated sense that ‘‘I can’’ navigate this or that

circumstance (p. 119). Morris stipulates that Architecture is (or should be) the art of

constructing spaces designed with this ‘geared-into’ extended memory in mind.

Dorothea E. Olkowski continues the theme by turning the reader’s attention to

Merleau-Ponty’s temporality as conversant with Husserl’s and Bergson’s thought.

Her argument is that Merleau-Ponty follows both Husserl and Bergson in

understanding temporality as a more primordial foundation for our understandings

of spatial relations. Space (really depth) is derivative from or parasitic on time. One

can only spatially navigate her environs if, and because one has a past. It is worth

noting how well Olkowski’s and Morris’s contributions go together. Morris’s

extended, weighty account of memory fits precisely with Olkowski’s primordial

temporality. The result is a pair of essays that make a strong case for a highly

temporal view of our spatial surroundings—something that has limitless architec-

tural consequence. However, if there is one criticism I have with both of these

contributions it is that; for a collection purportedly primarily about Merleau-Ponty’s

influence on architecture; there is little engagement with the more architecturally

oriented themes.

The next two contributions: Lisa Guenther’s ‘‘Inhabiting the House that Herman

Built: Merleau-Ponty and the Pathological Space of Solitary Confinement,’’ and D.

R. Koukal’s ‘‘Stolen Space: The Perverse Architecture of Torture,’’ in addition to
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the tenth contribution (in Part Three: Shared Space), Suzanne Cataldi Laba’s

‘‘Sheltering Spaces, Dynamics of Retreat, and Other Hiding Places in Merleau-

Ponty’s Thought’’ for this reviewer formed the highlight of the volume. Each of

these three chapters addresses what might be thought of as more practical or social

concerns. Guenther critiques the practice of solitary confinement in the American

penal system from a Merleau-Pontyian perspective—arguing that healthy percep-

tion of depth is crucial to psychological well-being, as well as critiquing the social

relationship between the relative freedoms of those in the general population versus

those in solitary confinement.

Koukal does the same for the American institution of ‘‘enhanced interrogation

techniques’’—arguing that torture is a sort of curtailing and circumscribing of

control over one’s body resulting in a permanent loss of personal autonomy. A

tortured body (or subjectivity) is compelled into spatial and temporal circumstances

by the torturer—‘‘it begins with constricted motility, degraded perception and

restrictive horizons, all of which are parasitic on the subject’s sense of living

spatially. This renders the subject existentially vulnerable’’ (p. 175). The

consequence is that the tortured subject’s future, and present view of that future

is forever marred with the worry that, at any moment their autonomy might once

again be stolen. The striking thing about both Koukal’s and Guenther’s arguments is

that they show how an embodied phenomenological approach such as Merleau-

Ponty’s not only grounds positive social institutions and practices, but terrible

socially and personally detrimental ones as well.

Cataldi Laba extends this theme with her discussion of homelessness. Here the

reader is once-again treated to the concept of chiasmatic interplay between

incompossibles: between embodied enclosure and isolation (sheltering) and opening

out and extending or gearing-into the world (dehiscence). This is the same paradox

Mearleau-Ponty explores in The Phenomenology of Perception wherein our

encounter with the world at once both constitutes and decomposes our subjectivity.

All three of the above authors write compellingly and rivetingly; and moreover

strikingly make the case for the political, social-philosophical intellectual impor-

tance of Merleau-Ponty in the twenty-first century. Each of these essays stands on its

own, but also works in conjunction with the rest of the volume.

To backtrack slightly, the third and final volume partition is centered around the

theme of ‘‘Shared Space’’—which here not only means sharing with and among

others, but also sharing with and within the myriad constituents that populate our

lifeworlds. The first of the four essays in this section is ‘‘Through the Looking

Glass: The Spatial Experience of Merleau-Ponty’s Metaphors’’ by contributing

editor Rachel McCann; who draws on George Lakoff’s and Mark Johnson’s work

on metaphors of embodiment and phenomenological framing. She stresses the

active elements in Merleau-Ponty’s concepts of space and flesh noting in particular

that this is when he is at his most ‘‘architectural’’: ‘‘It is not surprising that Merleau-

Ponty is interested in the play of light and shadow across surfaces rather than the

static shapes and proportional relationships of architectural form. Light and shadow

dance and mingle actively…and even the surfaces…are alive’’ (p. 195). However

(again in keeping with the overarching theme) McCann is also careful not to

overemphasize the importance of ‘‘interweaving’’ or ‘‘gearing-into’’. Rather, she
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goes to great lengths to highlight the many ways in which Merleau-Ponty’s is a

philosophy of décalage, non-coı̈ncidence, and ‘‘gaping’’ straits (p. 196). In many

ways it is the opinion of this reader that the three contributions discussed prior

should have been grouped together, and that this essay should have followed the

body text as a standalone epilogue on the spirit of this collection. It does an

admirable job in explicating precisely what is accomplished within.

Much like the previous four contributions, the final two are also capable of

functioning both in unity with volume, as well as individual essays. The penultimate

essay, Nancy Barta-Smith’s ‘‘Dimensions of the Flesh in a Case of Twins with

Which I am Familiar,’’ explores Merleau-Ponty’s social phenomenology in

conjunction with Vittorio Gallese’s work on mirror neurons and shared attention.

She describes her personal experience growing up with her identical twin sister,

comparing her experiences with Merleau-Ponty’s non-dualistic alternative to the

classic Cartesian subject-object problem. Centrally, Barta-Smith finds Merleau-

Ponty’s approach effective while also putting too much distance between subjects—

despite the highly interactive co-constitution of bodily subjectivities that can be

found in his account. The trouble is that in empathically feeling one’s self in and

through the affective expressiveness of the other (hence the allusion to Gallese’s

work on mirror neurons), we’re actually reflecting others at a distance, intimately

within ourselves. The irony exposed by identical twins raised as such (like Barta-

Smith herself) is that twins find themselves reflected more proximally in each other,

resulting in a perhaps slowed developmental awareness of self-other social

dynamics.

The final contribution, Helen A. Fielding’s ‘‘Dwelling and Public Art: Serra and

Bourgeois’’ fits in closely with the chapters by Galen A. Johnson and Edward S.

Casey in that it figures prominently in art analysis and critique as its primary mode

by which it engages with both Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy and architectural design.

Using Merleau-Ponty and Luce Irigaray as touchstones, Fielding discusses Richard

Serra’s Tilted Spheres and Louise Bourgeois’ Maman—two quite different

sculptural installments in public arenas (the former a set of malaligned large

sphere fragments in Toronto’s Lester B. Pearson International Airport, Terminal

Hammerhead, Pier F; the latter, one of six large spider-like installments located in

Ottawa’s National Art Gallery of Canada). What they share in common, according

to Fielding, is that they force people into reckoning with their disorienting

‘atmospheres’. Tilted Spheres requires that travellers either ‘‘must choose to walk

either around or through it…reveal[ing] how public sculpture can remind us that we

are embodied, and that, as such, we objectively share the same relational world with

others with whom we dwell’’ (pp. 258–260). Similarly, Maman ‘‘also installs a

location in a shared world but reminds us that we dwell in different worlds’’ as well

(p. 268). As embodied subjects, we phenomenally take-up the structural ‘spirit’ of

our proximal worldly encounters—but we also (as David Morris might put it) bring

with us our personal pasts as forgotten memories in tow.

Ultimately, Merleau-Ponty: Space, Place, Architecture is a vanguard compila-

tion of strong contributions by eminently capable scholars. It synthesizes the

Merleau-Pontyian themes of dehiscence, chiasm, flesh, and space in a thoughtful,

surprising, and fruitful manner. Many of the contributions make clear and strong
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connections between Merleau-Ponty’s work and architecture, while it must be

admitted that on this point some of the essays do fall short of the mark. Still, it opens

new pathways for exciting and rewarding investigation, and the editors and

contributors are to be commended.
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